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Overview 

 

1. The aim of this report is to establish whether or not there is a likelihood that banks have sold 

the Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) loan by misrepresentation, claiming that the 

‘borrower’ was the beneficiary of the government guarantee of repayment of up to 75% of 

the EFG at the point of default. 

 

2. Thereafter was it the case that at the point of default, banks illegitimately conspired to claim 

100% of the outstanding loan from the ‘borrower’, ignoring the ‘borrower’s’ protests to the 

contrary. 

 

3. Did the banks commit criminal, civil and regulatory offences of misrepresentation at the 

outset of the loan and potentially blackmail at the point of default, by illegitimately claiming 

100% of the outstanding loan value when they were only entitled to claim 25% and adding 

menaces to the claim, by threatening CCJ, loss of home, bankruptcy etc, as an incentive for 

the ‘borrower’ to pay up or suffer the consequences.   

Scope of the report 
 

4. The scope investigates the following subjects: 

a. The BIS loan scheme 

b. Who is the beneficiary of the 75% loan guarantee – the ‘borrower’ or the ‘lender’? 

c. Bank EFG loan advertisements that comply and do not comply with the terms of the 

EFG loan. 

d. The misleading 2% annual ‘premium’ payment required from the ‘borrower’ 

e. The upside for the ‘borrower’ as described by the banks. 

f. Warning of mis-selling to banks from department of Business 

g. Additional evidence of mis-use of the EFG loan by banks 

h. RBS borrower responses after complaint that they were originally sold an EFG loan 

with a 25% liability at default. 

i. The claims made by banks on borrowers after EFG loan default. 

j. Possible offences committed 

k. Conclusions 

l. SBCB survey – 8 x respondent answers to 3 pertinent questions 
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The Government Department of BIS EFG loan scheme 

 

5. The Enterprise Finance GUARANTEE (EFG) loan scheme appears to have been mis-sold by 

various UK banks, including RBS, Lloyds and Clydesdale. 

 

6. The EFG scheme is a simple loan which benefits viable businesses that do not have sufficient 

available (tangible) security, which would satisfy a banks standard lending criteria.  

 

7. The EFG loan scheme is provided by the Government’s Department of Business, Initiative 

and Skills (BIS). 

 

8. The EFG loan criteria as described by the government department of BIS: 1 page 10 

 
a. The Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) facilitates additional bank lending to viable Small & Medium  

Sized Enterprises  (SMEs ) which lack the security to secure a norm al commercial loan. The Government 

provides the lender with a guarantee for which the borrower pays a premium .  

 

b. EFG is used by lender when addressing the debt finance requirements  of viable businesses  which 

although they do not have sufficient security, can demonstrate to the lender that they have capacity to 

ultimately repay the loan in full. 

 

c. EFG allows lenders to take security, including personal guarantees, in connection with an EFG backed 

loan. In looking to take that security the lender is required to apply their norm al commercial policies in 

determining the extent and value of security available. 

 

d. The exception from normal commercial practice is that lenders  are not permitted to take a direct 

charge over a principal private residence for a new EFG backed loan. 

 

e. The borrower pays a 2% annual premium which partially covers  the cost of providing the guarantee. 

 

BIS sets out that the 75% GUARANTEE is for the benefit of the ‘lender’ paid for by the 

‘borrower’. 

 

9. In order to boost the economy with additional lending to SME’s, BIS provide the EFG 

scheme, with a simple ‘75% guarantee’ to the ‘LENDER’ not the ‘BORROWER’, as follows 1 page 

10:  
f. The Government Guarantee  

i. By providing lenders with a Government-backed guarantee for 75% of the loan value, EFG 

facilitates lending that would otherwise not take place. EFG is intended to support lending to 

businesses which can ultimately repay their loan in full.  

 

ii. The guarantee provides protection to the lender in the event of default by the borrower - it is 

not an insurance for the borrower in the event of their inability to repay the loan. 

 

10. It is clear therefore that the government guarantee is for the benefit of the bank in the case 

of default where the bank cannot recover its money. Therefore there is no reason to bring 

the government 75% guarantee to the attention of the ‘borrower’. The Guarantee has no 
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effect on the borrower whatsoever and is only of benefit to the lending bank. 
 

11. As an analogy, if a person’s home is repossessed by the bank after failing to make mortgage 

payments; it makes no difference to the ‘borrower’ whether behind the scenes, BIS has 

come to an agreement with the bank that, in the event of the property being sold at auction 

and not making the price required to repay the bank in full, BIS will guarantee the 

difference. That is of no benefit or consequence to the ‘borrower’ whatsoever and so it is 

with the EFG loan, but some banks, in particular Lloyds, RBS and Clydesdale, with Barclays 

not far behind, they appear to be unable to resist the temptation to mis-sell it. 
 

12. The problem appears to be that the banks set out to target potential EFG customers, by 

informing them that the GUARANTEE was for the ‘borrower’ and not the ‘lender’, which is 

beneficial to the ‘borrower.’ i.e. the opposite of what the government was stating. 

 

13. The government made this a fairly easy task for the banks, when it called the 2% levy / 

charge a ‘premium’. The word ‘premium’ is nearly always associated with ‘insurance’, so the 

banks simply told their customers that the government guaranteed 75% of the loan value 

(for the borrower) by virtue of a 2% (insurance) premium, to be paid (by the borrower) each 

year.   

Example of an EFG Loan advertisement that complies with EFG rules 
 

14. HSBC 1 page 9 is the only bank (I have found) that advertises the EFG loan correctly, stating that 

the BIS guarantee partially covers HSBC not ‘the borrower’ as other banks tended to do.   
 

15. The HSBC EFG loan advertisement, does not mislead the borrower into believing the BIS 

guarantee covers the ‘borrower’ as follows: 
a. The Enterprise Finance Guarantee could help if you are unable to obtain a bank loan due to lack of 

adequate security, and you are looking to Start-up, expand or diversity your business Increase your 

working capital funding. 

b. If your annual turnover is less than £41m and you have a sound business proposal, you may be eligible 

for an Enterprise Finance Guarantee loan. 

c. You are liable for repaying 100% of the loan and HSBC will always seek to recover the outstanding 

balance from you and any security taken under the loan. If HSBC cannot recover all funds, the 

Government provides a partial guarantee to HSBC to cover the lack of available security. 

 

16. The same cannot be said for Lloyds, RBS, Clydesdale and which manifestly mislead their 

customers into believing that the BIS 75% guarantee is for the benefit of the ‘borrower’ not 

the ‘lender’ and is paid for by an ‘2% insurance premium’, which implies that at the point of 

default the ‘insurance will be claimed by the bank, to cover 75% of the outstanding loan at 

the time of default. 
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Banks that mislead borrowers by advertising that the EFG Guarantee 

is for the borrower’s benefit. 

 

17. The EFG scheme GUARTANTEE is clearly defined by BIS as for the ‘lender’ not the ‘borrower’. 

The banks do not generally advertise the scheme in this way. 

 

18. The bank’s advertisements for the scheme are or at least were, misleading and lead the 

customer into believing that their loan is 75% guaranteed by BIS. 
a. Lloyds – ‘with 75% of the loan’s value is guaranteed by the Department for Business , Innovation and 

Skills  (BIS).’ 
1 page 1

 

b. Barclays – ‘The government guarantees 75% of each loan made under the scheme – for this security, a 

fee of 2% per year on the outstanding balance is payable quarterly to the government’ 
1 page 2

 

c. RBS – ‘Under the scheme, a guarantee for 75% of your loan is provided by the Department  for Business 

Innovation & Skills (BIS).’ 
1 page 3

 

d. Clydesdale – ‘75% of the loan value is guaranteed by the Department for Business, Innovation and 

Skills.’ 
1 page 7

 

 

19. The banks advertise the upside of the EFG loan i.e. (you can have a loan 75% of which is 

guaranteed by BIS, with the implied insurance ‘premium’ necessary of 2%). However in the 

main the banks fail to make the downside clear i.e. (the loan may be guaranteed, but the 

guarantee benefits the lender not the borrower).  

 

20. The BIS paper of 07/09/2011 states this clearly, in an obvious admonishment to banks that 

have been misleading their customers. ‘The guarantee provides protection to the lender in the event of 

default by the borrower - it is not an insurance for the borrower in the event of their inability to repay the 

loan.’ 
1 page 10

 

Annual 2% ‘premium’ payment is misleading 
 

21. The banks re-enforce the false notion that the guarantee is beneficial to the ‘borrower’, by 

stating that the borrower must pay an annum ‘PREMIUM’ of 2% of the outstanding loan, 

direct to the government (which guarantees 75% of the ‘borrowers’ loan). The word 

‘premium’ is mis-leading and is associated with ‘insurance’ not an ‘annual charge’ or ‘levy’ 

which it is supposed to be. 

 

22. Even the government assist the banks somewhat in perpetuating what a business would 

believe is an ‘Insurance premium’. BIS describes the 2% as ‘The borrower pays a 2% annual premium  

which partially covers  the cos t of providing the guarantee.‘ 
1 page 10

 

 

23. The Oxford English dictionary definition of ‘premium’ is 1. An amount to be paid for a contract of 

insurance. 2. A sum added to an ordinary price or charge: 3. A sum added to interest or wages; a bonus. 

(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/premium ) 
 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/premium
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24. There is little room for doubt that a charge/levy identified as a ‘premium’ is associated in 

this context, as an ‘insurance’ and what does the ‘premium’ insure? – The 75% BIS 

Guarantee, as made clear by the bank’s EFG advertisements.1  

The upside for the ‘borrower’ as describe by the banks 

 

25. To put this in context, the follwoing is what the various banks have to say about the upside 

of the EFG loan’ which is usually accompanied with a positive heading affirming that what 

follows is a ‘benefit to the borrower’. 

 
a. Lloyds – Heading - Enterprise  Finance  Guarantee  features & benefits 

1 page 1
 

i. This  is  a tool that allows  businesses  of all ages  to raise finance, through Lloyds  TSB, with 

75% of the loan’s  value guaranteed by the Department for Business , Innovation and Skills  

(BIS). 

ii. As well as  the interest, you will pay an arrangement fee, plus  a Government premium  of 2 

percent a year 

 

b. RBS 1 – Heading - How Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) works 
1 page 3

 

i. Under the scheme, a guarantee for 75% of your loan is provided by the Department for 

Business Innovation & Skills (BIS). 

ii. Heading 2 - More information about EFG 

iii. If you take a loan under the scheme, you need to pay a 2% premium on the outstanding 

balance to BIS. 

 

c. Clydesdale – Heading - Funding to support your business goals 
1 page 7

 

i. This Government backed initiative is designed to assist businesses.. 

ii. 75% of the loan value is guaranteed by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills. 

iii. Heading – More benefits (implying the above was also a benefit) 

iv. Heading – Other features (re-enforcing the above as benefits) 

v. Heading – Important information 

vi. You will pay a Government premium of 2% a year on the outstanding balance of your loan 

plus an arrangement fee. 

 

26. Barclays makes an attempt to inform the ‘borrower’ that they are liable for 100% of the loan 

at all times, but the temptation to advertise that the loan is 75% government guaranteed, 

seems to be just too hard to resist, so the EFG explanation sends out a totally contradictory 

message. 1 page 2
 

a. Barclays – Heading – What you get (implying that what follows is good for you) 

i. Through the Enterprise Finance Guarantee, we can lend you money to get you off the 

ground, keep you going if things are tough or help you grow.  

ii. As it's guaranteed by the Government, we can offer loans (subject to status) to businesses 

that do not meet our normal criteria because they have insufficient security available. 

b. 2
nd

 Heading - Other key features and benefits: (reinforcing the above benefits and adding 

more) 

i. The government guarantees 75% of each loan made under the scheme – for this security, a 

fee of 2% per year on the outstanding balance is payable quarterly to the government 

c. However under the same heading Other key features and benefits: Barclays then states: 

i. Please note, you’ll be responsible for repayment of 100% of the EFG facility, not just the 

25% outside the coverage of the government’s guarantee. Where defaults occur, we follow 
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our standard commercial recovery procedures, including the realisation of security, before 

we make a claim against the government’s guarantee for any shortfall. 

 

27. The Barclays statements are confusing and appear to contradict each other. 

BIS warns banks that it is aware that the EFG is being mis-sold 1 page 11 

 

28. The BIS paper of 07/09/2011 states this clearly, in an obvious admonishment to banks that 

have been misleading their customers. ‘The guarantee provides protection to the lender in the event of 

default by the borrower - it is not an insurance for the borrower in the event of their inability to repay the loan.’ 
Attachment

 
1 page 10 

 

29. In the BIS paper of 07/09/2011 it clearly points out the terms of the BIS EFG loan guarantee 

and in doing so, demonstrates that it is aware that the EFG loan is being mis-sold: 
a. EFG is intended to support lending to businesses which can ultimately repay their loan in full.  

b. The guarantee provides protection to the lender in the event of default by the borrower –  

c. it is not an insurance for the borrower in the event of their inability to repay the loan. 

 

30. The EFG loan is a simple scheme. Unless there is concern of ‘mis-selling’ there is no need for 

BIS to point out that the guarantee is not an insurance for the ‘borrower.’ The terms of the 

scheme make it abundantly clear that the guarantee is for the benefit of the ‘lender’ not the 

‘borrower’. 

Additional evidence of mis-use of the EFG loan by banks 

 

Government / BIS report 07/09/2011 

31. The BIS paper of 07/09/2011 states this clearly, in an obvious admonishment to banks that 

have been misleading their customers. ‘The guarantee provides protection to the lender in 

the event of default by the borrower – it is not an insurance for the borrower in the event of 

their inability to repay the loan.’ Attachment 1 page 10 

Mr Stephen Pegge, Head of External Affairs, Lloyds Commercial and Mr Peter Ibbetson, 

Chairman, RBS Small Businesses, Royal Bank of Scotland, gave evidence. Responses to the 

Business Enterprise Committee 2/6/09 

32. Peter Ibbetson - We, as a bank, as a matter of policy, will normally ask for a 25% guarantee but these are 

unsupported guarantees and we do not ask – are not allowed to ask – for principal, private homes to support 

them. 1 page 16 
33. Q73 Mr Hoyle: Nat West and RBS, Peter; you have suggested that you ask for 25% of the guarantee to be covered.  

34. Mr Ibbetson: Yes.  

35. Q74 Mr Hoyle: What do the other two banks ask for?  

36. Mr Pegge: Sometimes no guarantee, sometimes up to 100%, sometimes 50%. So it varies and is dependent on the 

circumstances.  

37. Q75 Mr Hoyle: So it depends how you feel that day?  

38. Mr Pegge: It depends on what assets the business has and how high the credit risk of that business is.  

39. Q76 Mr Hoyle: So you have no limit. If I have got it right, RBS/Nat West, 25% and you do not ask for any more; 

you can go up to 100%. Mr Cooper?  
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40. Mr Cooper: Similar: we treat every single case on its own merits.  

41. Q77 Mr Hoyle: So you have no limit either; you will pull a loan and expect 100% guarantee?  

42. Mr Cooper: It could be zero; it could be 100% - it depends on the circumstances.  

43. Q78 Mr Hoyle: So your maximum is 100%, yet one is 25%. Why have you got differentials?  

44. Mr Ibbetson: Exceptionally, we could give you under 25%, but the normal policy we have is 25%. I think the view 

we take is these are unsupported guarantees. It actually does not matter that much whether it is 100% or 25%; 

they are unsupported, and the rationale for having them there is to ensure that the directors share the risk with 

the bank, the Government and the taxpayer, which is the right place to be. Exceptionally, if those directors have 

no other commitments into the business we may say: "Actually, we need you at 100%", but we actually think the 

message that is put over by having 25% meets the need. 

RBS in the press with Eagle business £1 million EFG loan and 25% Personal Guarantee.     
1 page 12/13 

 
45. Mr Rayner confirmed to Fresh Business Thinking that neither he nor his co-directors had to inject any non-

borrowed cash nor did they have to give security on their homes or any other nominated fixed asset. “We have 

given a personal guarantee of just 25% on the EFG valued £225,000 between two directors/shareholders (just 

£28,125 each declining with each repayment).” 
1 page 13 

 

46. James Starr, Relationship Manager at RBS added: “Celebrating a decade in business, Eagle Technologies has a 

proven track record of success and I am delighted to be working with this leading and innovative business. The 

bank’s provision of bespoke funding packages will enable us to support the company’s growth strategy as they 

continue to expand internationally while continually developing new concepts.” 
1 page 13 

 

EFG in the press 2014 

 
47. Mail on Sunday 1/2/14 

1 pages 23/24
 

a. Fears are rising of a new bank mis-selling scandal, with hundreds of small businesses owners signing up 

to loans under a Government-backed scheme wrongly believing it protects them against losses if their 

company fails. The worries centre on the Enterprise Finance Guarantee scheme, which has been used by 

more than 20,000 firms taking out £2.1billion since it was launched five years ago. Under the scheme, 

banks are encouraged to extend loans to small firms, with the Government guaranteeing to cover up to 

75 per cent of any losses should the company be unable to repay.  

 

48. Mail on Sunday 16/2/14 
1 page 25

 

a. The Department for Business is writing to 42 banks reminding them to train staff adequately amid rising 

fears of a mis-selling scandal involving Government-backed loans. 

 

49. The first article points out the size of the potential problem. The second article confirms the 

first. Vince Cable would be very unlikely to write to 42 banks unless he believed there was a 

problem to address. 

 

Banks have changed their EFG advertising – RBS and Lloyds 
 

50. http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGeP

mRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-

fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-

EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-

cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu

86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-

N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-

http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
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cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-

djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/  RBS has a change of policy at some point in time and 

adds in a caveat paragraph, that contradicts the preceding paragraph, which simply confuses 

any reader. The overall effect of the advert though, is to covey that the EFG loan is 

government guaranteed for the benefit of the ‘borrower’ and this is still misleading. 1 page 5
 

a. Under the scheme, a guarantee for 75% of your loan is provided by the Department for Business 

Innovation & Skills (BIS).  

b. Please note - you remain liable for 100% of the outstanding debt  and that normal recovery and 

enforcement  procedures will be undertaken by the Bank before calling on the scheme guarantee. 

 

51. http://www.lloydsbankbusiness.com/finance/enterprisefinanceguarantee.asp Lloyds has a 

change of policy at some point in time and adds in a caveat paragraph, that contradicts the 

preceding paragraph, which simply confuses any reader. The overall effect of the advert 

though, is to covey that the EFG loan is government guaranteed for the benefit of the 

‘borrower’ and this is still misleading. 1 page 31
 

a. If your business turnover is £41 million or less, you may be eligible for funding under Enterprise Finance 

Guarantee.  

b. This is a tool that allows businesses of all ages which have a lending need but lack available security to 

raise finance, through Lloyds Bank with the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) 

providing a partial guarantee for the loan.  

c. Note, the customer remains liable for the full amount of the loan. 

 

52. Both RBS and Lloyds explanations of the EFG loan terms differ markedly from their 

respective previous versions. However RBS in particular still cannot resist making reference 

to the 75% BIS Guarantee before following up with the reminder that the borrower is 100% 

liable for the loan, which negates any benefit the ‘borrower’ may hope to receive from the 

guarantee. 

RBS borrower responses after complaint that they were originally 

sold an EFG loan with a 25% liability at default 
 

53. RBS customers that complain long enough and hard enough, appear to get somewhere but 

only after years of trying.  

a. Clive May was complaining for 4 years whilst RBS insisted that it had made it clear 

that Mr May was responsible for 100% of the loan. Suddenly after Mr May reported 

the RBS Manager to the Police for fraudulent completion of the EFG form, claiming 

that Mr May had no assets when the reverse was true, RBS wrote to Mr May 

releasing him from all £99,000 liability under his personal guarantee! 

 

b. Mr XX had complained bitterly for 2 years (2012 -2014) to RBS that the personal 

guarantee was only supposed to cover 25% of the loan value on default, yet once 

again RBS denied this, causing Mr XX 2 years of stress and anxiety as RBS denied any 

such arrangement, claiming that the EFG loan was sold on the basis that Mr XX was 

100% liable at default. However in July 2014, RBS suddenly wrote to Mr XX stating 

that it now agreed that the EFG loan has been mis-sold and blaming a RBS manager 

http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.business.rbs.co.uk/afb/public/rbs/!ut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxQfQ7oYWupcoCMi1aUFgw0EmXkFIREGePmRmM5lzktmkavmdOlX1fyAFY1_zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgjaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaefIX9yJRgib1-DyQJIFD-fM08eSRBjgIjI0IiQC2IIY44-dnYw6XITgP7OlAMvAh7BztgtyBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6t10N2FHT87AyIURSumKcvQ1-5s8ucS-EUp8D9_rEF62lWzrqhmc%20IbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-cF6sgp9jwaKu0t6ssEz19mhl8b3XKzLIQqSfxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW_TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22_648WHBhu86BjtUEHdfuV1ifVaIA8jp42n0V6zi1M1D5hs7mvJkY23qSCW11i-N7vXlbbfbxfT8FpWJcvWNLxa9z65LX7x7ZJL5Z7ldlOIT5ujsptMxtTTT2n8Y00Tv-cfVj_4N1knIJUzTAIFbfCCyYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf_e9aXZn93lGnX1ApoqfNjzBzen-djK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.lloydsbankbusiness.com/finance/enterprisefinanceguarantee.asp
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that Mr XX believes has recently retired. 

 

54. The following are extracts from the correspondence from RBS to complainants: 

 

a. Extract from letter from RBS to Clive May 19/09/2011:  
i. Proposed Security Arrangements (Discussed in July) 

ii. Take a guarantee to cover the 25% element of the EFO loan. However having checked with my 

legal department on this point, they advised me that this has to be a £142,000 Guarantee in 

order to match the loan amount balance at the date of the amendment. This requirement 

apparently is so as not to prejudice the government's position. Clearly we can only call upon 

the non EFG backed part of this loan under this guarantee in a default situation. Whilst the 

guarantee would be for £142,000, your liability to the Bank would be 25% of the EFG loan 

balance. 

iii. The EFG loan would be secured by • The Government backed guarantee of 75% of the loan • 

The £142,000 guarantee for up to 25% of the loan balance. 

 

b. Extract from data subject access report from RBS for Clive May - 2014: 

a. Information provided from central RBS records, demonstrating that RBS was 

aware of what had been sold since 2011, yet had not upheld Mr May’s 

complaints and had continued to pursue 100% of the EFG loan at default. 
i. Restructuring February 2011: 

ii. - PG of £245k to be released and replaced with new PG for £113,500 (O/D of £70k and EFG 

unsecured element £37.5 k + card £6k)  
1 page 21

 

iii. Complaints  

iv. Mr May began complaining about the EFG loan being mis-sold to him in March 2012. There 

is a large amount of correspondence on the file regarding his complaint (both internal and 

external), spanning over 18 months. Essentially Mr May’s complaint is that  - he was miss-

sold the EFG loan, because he was led to believe by his RM at the time (Mark Hughes) that 

his Personal Liability under that loan would be limited to 25%. This was not the case; 
1 page 22

 

v. December 2010: RM makes further request for restructure as follows: 

vi. PG of £245k to be released and replaced with new PG for £113,500 (O/D of £70k and EFG 

unsecured element £37.5 k + card £6k)
1 page 22

 

vii. RM states that this proposal has been agreed with the connection.
1 page 23

 

 

viii. June 2013: New RM, Iain Pemberton reports that relationship is severely strained with CM 

because he has raised a complaint about the EFG loan being miss-sold to him; he appeared 

to be under the impression that his PG under the loan would be limited to 25%.
1 page 23

 

 

c. There can be little doubt that Mr May has been sold the EFG loan on the basis that 

he would be liable for just 25% of the loan at default. However the bank though 

differently: 
d. The bank did not uphold any of Mr May’s complaints and so he is seeking to pursue the matter further 

through legal proceedings  Langley’s letter before action threatens a misrepresentation claim against 

the bank arising out of the circumstances in which the EFG loan was entered into. 
1 page 22 

 

e. Mr May’s RBS Relationship Manager (RM) Mark Hughes, is currently the subject of a 

criminal investigation by North Wales Constabulary for Fraud under the Fraud Act 

2006. 
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Extract from PG liability withdrawn : 

55. Inexplicably but under increasing pressure from Mr May, SBCB and Mr May’s MP David 

Hanson, RBS suddenly withdrew its claims against Mr May and released him from his 

Personal Guarantee entirely. 1 page 20 

 

56. RBS provided no explanation whatsoever for the release of £99,000 of security that it had 

been requiring from Mr May extract from RBS letter:  
a. The following item of security is no longer relied upon by the Bank and as such we have now made 

arrangements to release the Banks security as detailed below: Personal Guarantee Granted by Mr Olive 

May, Dated 12 August 2009.  

 

Extract letter from RBS received by Mr XX 02/07/14: 

57. Mr XX has been fighting RBS for 2 years and until this letter, RBS denied his complaints 

entirely, causing extreme stress and potential illegitimate financial and reputational loss. 

Suddenly RBS wrote as follows: 

 
a. Unfortunately, it does appear that when explaining the EFG loan initially, Roger Morley mis-advised you 

on the product. The personal guarantee is always for a fixed monetary amount, it does not decrease in 

line with repayments as you have been informed. This meant you were unable to make an informed 

choice as to the suitability of the loan for your business.
1 page 21/22

 

 

58. Mr XX is willing to provide his name and contact details when required to do so. he has been 

fighting RBS for 2 years and until this letter, RBS denied his complaints entirely, causing 

stress and potential illegitimate financial and reputational loss. 

SBCB Comments: 

 

59. It is clear that once the ‘borrower’ defaults of the EFG loan, the bank, knowing that it has 

sold the loan with a 25% liability to the ‘borrower’, revert to the BIS description of the EFG 

loan and claims 100% of the loan value outstanding from the ‘borrower’. 

 

60. When the complainant persists, the bank will back down, but in Mr May’s case, this took 4 

years of relentless complaining and in Mr X’s case 2 years. 

 

61. In both cases the bank was fully aware from the outset of what it had actually sold, i.e. 25% 

liability at default; indeed RBS states to the Business Enterprise Committee 1 page 14-17 that this 

is exactly what it was it was selling. 

The claims made by banks on borrowers after EFG loan default 
 

62. All complaints received by SBCB to date have been on the basis that the complainant has 

entered into an EFG loan agreement, believing that they are personally liable at default for 

25% of the loan and that in the event of default the bank, RBS / Lloyds / Clydesdale, deny 

any knowledge of the 25% agreement, insisting that the complainant signed up to pay back 
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100% of the loan at default under a personal guarantee arrangement. 

 

63. The complainants all state that the personal guarantee was in place for 100%, but they were 

informed that this was a technical issue, or that it would be reduced after the loan was 

drawn down. This appears not to be the case. 

 

64. At the end of this report under heading - SBCB survey – respondent answers to 3 pertinent 

questions, are the consistent answers to 3 questions of the 27 asked: 

a. What were you told about your liabilities under the EFG loan? 

b. What were you told about the 2% per annum premium? 

c. Had you known that the full 100% repayment was required at default would you 

have taken an EFG loan? 

 

Possible offences committed 

 

65. SBCB makes no claim to identify the actual offences committed, either criminal of civil, but 

as lay investigators we believe there are a number of headline criminal / civil and regulatory 

offences that should be considered:  

At point of sale 

66. Criminal – dependent on the available proof of dishonest intent: 

a. Fraud Act 2006 

67. Civil –  

a. Misrepresentation Act 1967 

b. Unconscionable Agreement 

c. Moral Hazard and Information Asymmetry (RBS only bailed out on condition they 

would not put SME’s in this position) 

68. Regulatory – FCA rules 

a. Treating customers unfairly 

b. Failure to be open and honest 

c. Acting in bad faith 

At point of default 

69. Criminal - dependent on the available proof of dishonest intent: 

a. Blackmail s21 Theft Act 1968 – Dishonest illegitimate demand for 75% of the EFG 

liability, with the menace of CCJ, loss of home etc. 

b. Joint Enterprise - A suspect must knowingly assist or encourage the crime and agree 

to act together with the primary offender for a common purpose.  

c. Perverting the Course of Justice (when legal action begins and false statements are 

written and used in court) 

d. Perjury – when evidence is given by individuals that give false information to the 

courts. 

70. Civil –  
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a. Misrepresentation Act 1967 

b. Unconscionable Agreement 

c. Economic duress 

71. Regulatory – FCA rules 

a. Treating customers unfairly 

b. Failure to be open and honest 

c. Acting in bad faith 

Conclusions 

 

72. Certain banks have been mis-selling the EFG loan, with good evidence of that being seen on 

their respective websites, from subsequent letters to complainants, the notice from BIS 

dated 7/9/2011. 1 page 10 and what they have told the Business enterprise Committee. 

 

73. RBS and Lloyds, have both changed their websites in an attempt to reflect that ‘borrowers’ 

were 100% responsible for repayment of the EFG loan, but even then they made no attempt 

to prevent ‘borrowers’ from being confused as to whether the guarantee did or did not 

cover them, because it left the original misleading statement in place, immediately above 

the new contradictory statement. 

 

74. The banks appear to have set out to mislead their customers from the outset, making 

references to the BIS 75% Guarantee, designed to persuade the ‘borrower’ that the 

Guarantee was to the ‘borrower’s benefit and not ‘the lending bank’ which is the real truth. 

 

a. The bank’s backed this up with the 2% charge that was conveniently named by BIS 

as a ‘premium,’ which made it simple for the banks to refer to it as a pseudo 

‘insurance premium’ to cover the 75% Guarantee. Helpfully the ‘premium’ was 

directly related to whatever EFG loan capital was outstanding from the previous 

year, so it would seem to the ‘borrower’ that it was indeed an ‘insurance premium’ 

and that is how the dictionary also describes the use of the word ‘premium’. 

 

75. The banks that were mis-selling knew that they were, or certainly can have no excuse for 

continuing to do so from the 07/09/2011 BIS paper on the subject which pointedly and in 

bold writing stated - The guarantee provides protection to the lender in the event of default by the 

borrower - it is not an insurance for the borrower in the event of their inability to repay the loan.  
1 page 10 

 

76. On 9/6/2009 RBS Peter Ibbertson said: We, as a bank, as a matter of policy, will normally ask for a 25% 

guarantee but these are unsupported guarantees and we do not ask - are not allowed to ask - for principal, 

private homes to support them. 1 page  

 

77. All SBCB complainants, complain that the EFG terms offered by the banks Lloyds, RBS and 

Clydesdale, were as follows: 

a. ‘Borrower’ only liable for 25% of the EFG loan at default. 
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b. ‘Borrower’ protected by 75% BIS Guarantee, on outstanding loan at default. 

c. ‘Borrower’ to pay 2% of outstanding loan per annum ‘insurance premium’ to cover 

the 75% BIS guarantee. 

d. Any existing Personal Guarantee with the bank would be reduced to reflect the 25% 

liability of the ‘borrower’ under the EFG loan. 

e. Where tangible security is required and appears to be too much to qualify for the 

EFG loan, ‘borrowers’ are required by their bank to alter their asset statements, to 

demonstrate that they have insufficient assets to qualify for a standard loan.  

i. This is an act of fraud by the bank, against the government. 

ii. SBCB has two complaints that cover this 1 x RBS and 1 x Lloyds 

f. New Personal Guarantees were for 100% of the EFG loan, and each bank provided a 

plausible, but false reason for that being the case - example answers: 
i. Once the loan was drawn down my existing PG would be reduced to 25% of the EFG loan (it 

never was).
2- page 15

 

ii. 100% PG was required in case we did anything fraudulent, but only 25% would ever be 

utilised. 
2 page 28

 

iii. This requirement apparently is so as not to prejudice the government's position. Clearly we 

can only call upon the non EFG backed part of this loan under this guarantee in a default 

situation. Whilst the guarantee would be for £142,000, your liability to the Bank would be 

25% of the EFG loan balance.
1 page19

 

 

78. The complaints received by SBCB are UK wide. The complainants are unaware of each other. 

It is highly unlikely that all complainants would be able to individually invent identical 

complaints of mis-selling unless their complaints are true. 

 

79. The banks routinely require 100% repayment at the point of default and continue to do so 

even after complaint from the ‘borrower’ and despite their misleading web advertisements, 

evidence from the central records, evidence from complaint reviews and information from 

the banks to the Business Enterprise Committee that they had indeed been selling personal 

liability at 25%. This evidence is backed up by the clear complaints of mis-selling.  

 

80. There are now 2 x examples of climb down by RBS.  

a. Respondent Clive May – Clive May’s bank manager has been reported to the North 

Wales Constabulary for fraud. He completed the government EFG form stating that 

Mr May had insufficient assets to qualify for a standard secured loan. He knew this 

to be false and had asked Mr May to delete an asset from his asset statement in 

order to achieve this. RBS became aware of the potential implications of having their 

manager arrested and suddenly wrote to Mr May releasing him from any liability 

under his £99,000 Personal Guarantee. RBS gave no reason for doing so. 

 

b. Respondent Mr XX – For the past 2 years RBS has steadfastly refused to accept that 

the Mr XX was sold the EFG loan under the guise of 25% liability. Suddenly RBS has 

written reducing the Mr XX’s liability from 100% circa £40,000 to 25% £10,000 

explaining that RBS now accepts that the EFG was mis-sold after one of the 

managers agreed how he sold it. It appears that this manager has now retired. The 
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second RBS manager involved still apparently denies that this is the case, but that is 

the subject of on-going complaint / investigation.  

a. Mr XX is willing to provide his contact details but only if required. 

b. Mr XX complaint is on-going. 

 

81. SBCB believes that the EFG Loan was mis-sold on a bank wide, industrial scale. It is clear 

from the bank’s own websites and later amendment by RBS to its website, that the banks set 

out to persuade the ‘borrower’ that it was they rather than the bank (lender) that were to 

be the beneficiaries of the BIS 75% loan Guarantee and that this was paid for by the 

‘borrower’ paying and insurance premium equivalent to 2% of the outstanding loan value.  

 

82. This made total sense to the ‘borrower’ who was faced with what appeared to be an 

expensive loan, expensive because the EFG loan had quite a high interest rate and this was 

made worse with the 2% ‘levy/charge/premium’. However the ‘borrower’ was persuaded 

that the 2% ‘premium’ was their insurance against the 75% loan guarantee and this 

persuaded the ‘borrower’ that the cost was ‘worth it’ for the security against liability it 

provided.  

 

83. This sleight of hand, was mis-selling on a grand scale and demonstrates that the banks 

deliberately placed the borrowers into a position of ‘potential financial loss’ (the 75% of loan 

value) should they default.  

a. The one bank that appeared to have sold the EFG correctly in 2014 is HSBC, but 

SBCB has not been able to see the HSBC website at the time that the EFG scheme 

was launched, so cannot comment on what was sold then. 

 

84. SBCB believes that banks are guilty of a massive conspiracy to defraud their customers, fully 

knowing what they sold in the first instance, but unwilling to admit to it after default. 

 

85. Those sold EFG loans at 25% liability should be required only to pay that liability. 

 

86. Those sold EFG loans at 25% liability where 100% liability has been claimed at default are 

victims of abuse and potential criminal behaviour by the banks and should be compensated 

properly for their potential losses i.e. 75% of the loan outstanding and claimed at the point 

of default. 

SBCB survey 8 x respondent answers to 3 pertinent questions 2 pages 1-29 
 

87. SBCB conducted a survey of 9 complainants on 10/07/2014. 8 of the 9 have responded 

completing 27 survey questions regarding their EFG loan. The respondents cases were 

known prior to the survey, so SBCB inserted some sample answers after each question, to 

assist the process of expedient survey completion. SBCB realises that to insert sample 

answers may persuade a respondent to use a sample answer rather than their own 

individual answer, but each responded has confirmed the truth of their survey and SBCB has 
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knowledge of each case in any event. 

 

88. 2 of the 8 respondents wishes to remain anonymous (for now), but would be willing to 

provide their names for the Treasury Select Committee if requested. 

 

89. The survey questions, sample answers and 8 x survey responses are all attached in the PDF 

document  - EFG Surveys. 

 

90. The answers provided by all respondents are consistent across the board. 

 

91. Below are three of the important questions answers as provided by the respondents. 

Question 16 - What were you told about your liabilities under the EFG loan? 

Answers 

JG - 25% liable 

RW – Was told the liability was only 25%, up to the last days of the company I was told as long as I 

paid my 25% insurance contribution I would be covered – Nick Hanby advised. 

AM Annon - We were liable to 25% of the residual loan 

 

CM – I was told my liability personally would be capped at 25% 

 

JB - We were 25% liable of the outstanding balance and the bank could not make any claim on our 

home. 

LP - I was 25% liable. 

SM - We were told that we would be liable for the 25% and we took the loan on the basis of what we 

were told, a gross case of misrepresentation, in hindsight. 

DH – We were told that the efg was a government -backed scheme in which the government 

guaranteed 75%of the loan should the project not be successful and we would have to repay 25% of 

the loan. 
 

Question 17 - What were you told about the 2% per annum premium? 

Answers 

JG - It was insurance for the 75% cover 
 
RW – I was assured on default that I would be liable for 25% as per the original agreement. 

AM Annon - It was an insurance premium to cover the 75% Government guarantee in case we 

defaulted. 

 

CM – It was an insurance premium to cover the 75% Government guarantee in case we defaulted. 

JB - It was an insurance premium to cover the 75% Government guarantee in case we 

defaulted. 
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LP - It was an insurance premium to cover the 75% Government guarantee in case we defaulted. 

SM - We were told  that the 25% was an insurance premium to cover the 75% Government 

guarantee in case we defaulted. 
 

DH – It was an insurance premium to cover the 75% Government guarantee in case we defaulted. 
 

(2 alternative sample answers supplied by SBCB were) 

a. E.g. It was a government levy, like a fee to enable the loan to take place. 
b. E.g.  It was a bank charge and we had no idea what it was for. 

 

Question 25 - Had you known that the full 100% repayment was required at default would you 

have taken an EFG loan? 

Answers 

JG - No because I was not a 100% shareholder 
 
RW – I would not have taken out loan if they wanted 100%,  

AM Annon - No because had I known the truth it would not have been a good deal. 

 

CM – I never wanted a loan in the first place, I certainly would not have wanted a loan that cost me 

more than a normal loan and that I was still liable for. 

JB -. Definitely not. It would not have been worth the potential risk 

LP - Yes because I felt I had no other option. 

SM - Absolutely NOT,had I known the truth it would not have been a good deal and I’d rather 

not have signed the lease for the coffee shop. 
 

DH – Definitely NOT!  because had I known the truth  as it subsequently emerged it would not have 

been a good deal. None of us were willing to do it if we were liable for 100% 
 

(3 alternative sample answers supplied by SBCB were) 

1. E.g. Yes because I had, no assets so no option.  
2. E.g. No because had I known the truth it would not have been a good deal.  
3. E.g. I never wanted a loan in the first place, I certainly would not have wanted a loan that cost me 
more than a normal loan and that I was still liable for. 
- 

 


